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Who we are
Bartrans is an independently owned company with its head offices in Johannesburg,
South Africa. The company also has satellite offices in Cape Town and Durban along
with a large multi-skilled partner base supplying coverage throughout South Africa and
various other African countries.
As a leading strategic business partner to Honeywell Scanning & Mobility, Datamax
O’Neil, Intermec, Zebra Technologies, Mojix and the Bartender brands, Bartrans is well
positioned to grow both domestically and within the African continent. Its existing
operational interests and solutions in various industry sectors including Manufacturing,
Retail, Transport & Logistics, Agriculture, Security and other verticals provide a base for
growth in all automatic identification applications and related markets.
Areas of activities
Bartrans directly imports and offers value added services to a comprehensive array of
both hardware and software products, thus enabling us to not only provide composite
solutions but also do so at an affordable price.
Barcode Scanners:
From point-of-sale to industrial scanners we are able to offer both tethered and
cordless scanners offering both 1D and 2D scanning capabilities. Using the
technology at our disposal we can decode even the most challenging of symbols
in applications like Direct Part Marking, Cellphone displays, damaged codes etc.
Barcode printers & Media:
Bartrans imports, sells and services a wide range of desktop, mid and high range
thermal transfer and direct thermal printers. We also offer portable printers and
card printers along with Bartender software enabling the customer to design and
print their own labels/cards.
Bartrans has a sister company that manufactures self-adhesive labels for the
above mentioned barcode printers and is thus in a good position to offer the
consumables used in the printer. As an authorized service and repairs center
Bartrans is able to tie this consumables offering into on and off-site Service Level
Agreements thus further reducing costs for the customer.
Mobile computing:
Enterprise customers know that new technologies are needed to address the
most demanding business problems today, and our computers can be relied
upon to stand up to the rigors of the toughest applications. Bartrans has mobile
and stationary computers that are known for their rugged design, reliable
performance and inclusion of state-of-the-art technology to support a large
variety of in-premise and in-field applications within manufacturing,
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warehousing, transportation and logistics. Cost of ownership after installation can
be kept low through use of advanced device management tools.
Hazardous environment Computing:
Bartrans offers the eCom range of specialized hardware that is certified for use in
intrinsically safe environments like oil refineries or petrol forecourts and cold
store applications like blast freezers etc. This equipment is purpose built for the
harshest of environments.
RFID [Active & Passive]:
Our fixed, handheld and vehicle-mount readers, printers, tags, labels and inlays
are supported by RFID implementation services to guarantee system
performance. Whether your application is tracking a vehicle through production
and into the stockyard, or people tracking on a site for health and safety
compliance and muster areas, we have a solution for you.
OEM:
Many of the world's leading manufacturers of data collection computers, kiosks,
blood analyzers, robotic automation, medical instruments and countless other
applications, choose our scan engines for their product designs that call for
embedded, high-performance data collection technology.
Software Solutions
Bartrans offers a full suite of, Inventory control and Asset Management packages
through our partner base to suit any size organization. We have entry level
systems for small businesses and enterprise level, multi-site, multi-principal
environments for larger businesses. All of our systems are backed by our various
levels of after sales service and support contracts are available.
We specialize in the scanning and decoding of the South African driver’s license
offering either complete solutions to end-users or the codecs required to decrypt
the licenses to software developers and the hardware required to scan the
barcode.

Solutions Division
With a view to business process automation, this unit is equipped to undertake
business surveys and compile functional specifications of user requirements.
We would welcome the opportunity to discuss this service, of not only consulting
on the requirements, but also providing solutions, through our international
partners, who provide us with products that have a proven track record in the
industry, of transaction recording and data collection using bar code scanners
and mobile computers.
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Profile
Bartrans as a company operates within the complex and challenging economic and
social landscape that characterises the South African IT Market. Added to this
responsibility is the continued and unwavering dedication to our current customers, as
well as satisfying the demands of a knowledgeable and potentially new customer base.

Bartrans is comprised of four directors viz.
John Grisdale
Simon Grisdale
Timothy Grisdale
Luke Dunstan
Bartrans’ Board of Directors all bring significant technical and business expertise to the
company, ensuring that both the technical and the social targets will have a meaningful
impact on the present and future status of the company.
The Directors of Bartrans are supported by our Management team and dedicated
employees.
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